In order to reduce the computational cost of the simulation of electromagnetic responses in geophysical settings that involve highly heterogeneous media, we develop a multiscale finite volume method with oversampling for the quasi-static Maxwell's equations in the frequency domain. We assume a coarse mesh nested within a fine mesh that accurately discretizes the problem. For each coarse cell, we independently solve a local version of the original Maxwell's system subject to linear boundary conditions on an extended domain, which includes the coarse cell and a neighborhood of fine cells around it. The local Maxwell's system is solved using the fine mesh contained in the extended domain and the mimetic finite volume method. Next, these local solutions (basis functions) together with a weak-continuity condition are used to construct a coarsemesh version of the global problem. The basis functions can be used to obtain the fine-mesh details from the solution of the coarse-mesh problem. Our approach leads to a significant reduction in the size of the final system of equations and the computational time, while accurately approximating the behavior of the fine-mesh solutions. We demonstrate the performance of our method using two 3D synthetic models: one with a mineral deposit in a geologically complex medium and one with random isotropic heterogeneous media. Both models are discretized using an adaptive mesh refinement technique.
Introduction
Accurate and efficient simulation of electromagnetic (EM) responses-EM fields and fluxes-in large-scale heterogeneous media is crucial to the exploration and imaging of geological formations in a wide range of geophysical applications, including mineral and hydrocarbon exploration, water resource utilizations, and geothermal power extractions (cf. [31, 37] ). One major challenge in practice to perform this type of simulation is the excessive computational cost it involves. Realistic geophysical settings often consider large computational domains, features that vary at multiple spatial scales, and a wide variation over several orders of magnitude of the geological properties of the media. Since all of these factors can have a significant impact on the behavior of the EM responses of interest, if we wish to obtain an accurate approximation to the responses, the mesh used in classical discretization techniques, such as finite volume (FV) or finite element (FE), must capture the structure of the heterogeneity present in the setting with sufficient detail. This leads to the use of very large meshes that translate into solving huge systems of equations-in some cases, in the order of billions of unknowns.
Adaptive mesh refinement approaches have been used to overcome the computational cost of realistic EM simulations (cf. [10, 14, 26, 27, 33] ). Although these approaches have produced accurate approximations to the EM responses at an affordable cost, they face one major issue: the mesh must still capture the spatial distribution of the media heterogeneity both inside and outside the region where we measure the EM responses. This restricts the ability of these approaches to reduce the size of the system to be solved.
Alternatively, multiscale FV/FE techniques aim to reduce the size of the linear system by constructing a coarse-mesh version of the fine-mesh system that is much cheaper to solve. These techniques can be classified within the family of Model Order Reduction methods, where the resulting fine-mesh system from the discretization of the partial differential equation (PDE) is replaced by its projected form (cf. [3] ). Multiscale FV/FE techniques have been extensively studied in the field of modeling flow in heterogeneous porous media, where they have been successfully used to drastically reduce the size of the linear system while producing accurate solutions similar to that obtained with FE or FV discretization schemes on a fine mesh (cf. [5, 32] ). Researchers in this field have noted that the projection matrix constructed using multiscale FV/FE methods may lead to numerical solutions that contain "resonance errors," that is errors that appear when the coarse-mesh size and the wavelength of the small scale oscillation of the media heterogeneity are similar (cf. [6, 16, 17] ). A solution in such case is to use oversampling techniques in the construction of the projection matrix. Haber and Ruthotto [11] extended multiscale FV techniques for application in EM modeling. However, their work did not include oversampling and therefore, their technique is affected by the same resonance problems obtained when using the multiscale technique for the flow problem.
Recognizing the success of oversampling techniques in fluid flow applications, in this paper, we extend their use for application in EM modeling, where being able to reduce the size of the problem can be particularly advantageous when large domains are considered or when the mesh must capture the spatial distribution of the media heterogeneity outside the region where the EM responses are measured. In particular, we propose an oversampling technique for the multiscale FV method introduced by [11] for the quasi-static Maxwell's equations in the frequency domain. We show that our method produces more accurate solutions than the multiscale FV method without oversampling. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the mathematical model used and provides an overview of the mimetic finite volume discretization method, which is used as a building block to develop our oversampling technique. Section 3 presents the development of the oversampling technique proposed for the multiscale finite volume method introduced by [11] . Section 4 demonstrates the performance of our oversampling technique using two synthetic 3D examples. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by discussing the capabilities and limitations of our method.
Mathematical background
This section introduces the mathematical model we focus on in this work and provides an overview of the mimetic finite volume discretization method, which is used as a building block to develop the oversampling technique we propose.
The quasi-static Maxwell's equations in the frequency domain
We focus on EM geophysical problems in the frequency domain where the quasi-static approximation applies, that is, for the frequency range we work on, the electrical current displacement can be safely neglected when compared with the electrical current density (cf. [34] ). For this scenario, the governing mathematical model is given by the first-order form of the Maxwell's equations:
where E denotes the electric field, B denotes the magnetic flux density, J s denotes the source term, ω denotes the angular frequency, ı is the unit imaginary number, and ⊂ R 3 denotes the domain. The PDE coefficients, μ and , are the magnetic permeability and electrical conductivity, respectively. We assume that both coefficients are 3 × 3 symmetric positive definite (SPD) tensors that vary over multiple spatial scales and several orders of magnitude. In particular, this assumption implies that the PDE coefficients are highly discontinuous in the domain. These PDE coefficients model the anisotropic and highly heterogeneous behavior of the medium in the geophysical problem we consider. We refer to them as the medium parameters. The Maxwell's system (Eqs. 1-2) is typically closed with natural boundary conditions of the form
or with non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions given by
were ∂ denotes the boundary of , n denotes the unit outward-pointing normal vector to ∂ , and E 0 specifies the tangential components of E at ∂ . However, more general boundary conditions can be imposed to the Maxwell's system as discussed in [25, 34] .
Mimetic finite volume method
Since the mimetic finite volume (MFV) method is a building block to develop the oversampling technique we propose in this work, an overview of this method is provided in this section. Full derivation details can be found in [8, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . MFV is an extension of Yee's method ( [36] ) that constructs discrete curl, divergence, and gradient operators satisfying discrete analogs of the main theorems of vector calculus involving such operators. Therefore, the discrete differential operators obtained with MFV do not have spurious solutions and the "divergence-free" magnetic field condition for Maxwell's equations is automatically satisfied. In addition, MFV assumes that the tangential components of E and the normal components of B are continuous through media interfaces. This choice guarantees that problems with strongly discontinuous PDE coefficients-such as the ones we are interested in this study-are treated properly. Furthermore, MFV leads to sparse and symmetric linear systems of equations.
Following the guidelines in Hyman and Shashkov ( [18, 19] ), the MFV method begins by considering the weak form of the system (Eqs. 1-2), given by
where F ∈ H (div; ) and W ∈ H (curl; ) are test functions; H (div; ) and H (curl; ) are the Hilbert spaces of square-integrable vector functions on with squareintegrable divergence and curl, respectively; and (·, ·) denotes the inner product given by (P, Q) = P x Q x + P y Q y + P z Q z dV . For a more detailed description of the arbitrary test functions F and W used here, we refer the interested reader to [18, 19, 30] .
Next, the method continues by using a staggered mesh to discretize E on the edges, B on the faces, and the PDE coefficients μ and at the cell centers. Figure 1 shows a control volume cell with the allocation of these variables.
According to the guidelines in Chapter 3 of the book by Haber ([8] ), when the natural boundary conditions (Eq. 3) are imposed to the system (Eqs. [5] [6] and their corresponding inner products are computed using low order quadrature formulas, the MFV method yields the following linear system where , μ μ μ, and e are the discrete approximations at the corresponding mesh points for , μ, and E, respectively; q is the resulting discretization for the source term J s . Additionally, CURL, M f (μ −1 μ −1 μ −1 ), and M e ( ) are the corresponding discrete operators for the continuous operator ∇× and the mass matrices for the medium parameters μ and , respectively. See [8] for a comprehensive description of the matrices involved in Eq. 7.
The matrix A( ), of the system (Eq. 7) is complex, sparse, and symmetric, and in practice, it tends to be severely ill conditioned for the cases where the geophysical setup includes very low conductivity values (e.g., when air is considered in the setup) or the survey considers very low frequencies. For a review on direct and iterative solvers that can be used to solve this system, see [8, 9, 13] .
Continuing to follow [8] , to impose the non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (Eq. 4), which imply the values of the tangential components of the electric field at the boundary are known, the matrix A( ) and the vectors e and q from Eq. 7 are reordered into interior edges (ie) and boundary edges (be). Thus, the system to be solved in terms of the unknown e ie is
where A ie,ie , A ie,be and q ie represent the corresponding partitions of the matrix A( ) and the vector q of the system (Eq. 7), respectively; e ie is the discretized electric field at the interior edges, and e be is the discretized electric field at the boundary. Once we compute e, we can compute the discrete magnetic flux at the mesh faces, b, using the discrete version of Eq. 1, as follows
Multiscale finite volume method with oversampling
This section provides an overview of the multiscale finite volume method for the quasi-static Maxwell's equations in the frequency domain, discusses the need of an oversampling technique to increase the accuracy of the solution obtained with such method, and introduces the oversampling technique we propose.
Multiscale finite volume method for EM modeling
Multiscale FV/FE methods have been extensively used to improve the computational performance of simulating physical problems in petroleum engineering and composite materials that contain multiple spatial scales and whose physical properties vary over several orders of magnitude. These multiscale methods can reduce drastically the size of the fine-mesh system from the discretization of the PDE by constructing a coarse-mesh version of the system that is much cheaper to solve. The solutions obtained with multiscale methods capture effectively the small scale effect on the large scales, without having to resolve all the small scale features present in the problem. In addition, the multiscale solutions achieve a level of accuracy similar to that obtained with traditional discretization schemes (e.g., FV or FE) on a fine mesh. At present, developing efficient multiscale methods using different discretization schemes and tailoring them for use to diverse applications is an active research area (cf. [6, 12, 15, 16, 24, 29, 32] ).
Haber and Ruthotto ( [11] ) adapted the general lines proposed by Hou and Wu ( [16] ), Jenny et al., ([24] ), and MacLachlan and Moulton ( [28] ), where multiscale FE and FV methods are developed for elliptic problems with strongly discontinuous coefficients, to develop a multiscale finite volume (MSFV) method that fits the staggered discretization of vector fields typically used in the MFV discretization method (Section 2.2). Since we use the MSFV method as a building block for the oversampling technique we propose in this work, we provide next an overview of this method, which can be summarized in the following four steps.
First, let us assume a coarse mesh, M H , nested into a fine mesh, M h , i.e., M H ⊆ M h (step 1 in Fig. 2) , where M h accurately discretizes the features in the model where the electrical conductivity varies and M H is a userchosen mesh that typically is much coarser than the fine mesh and satisfies the guidelines for mesh design in the areas where the EM responses are measured. In particular,
where N is the number of coarse-mesh cells and H k denotes the kth coarse-mesh cell;
where n is the number of fine-mesh cells and h i denotes the ith fine-mesh cell; and N n. The MSFV method was originally developed for nested tensor meshes, we will show an example in Section 4 where we use nested OcTree meshes as the mesh setup. Second, for each coarse-mesh cell, H k ; k = 1, . . . , N, we independently solve a local version of the sourcefree Maxwell's system subject to a set of twelve nonhomogeneous Dirichlet linear boundary conditions (one for every edge of H k ) given by
where B k l , E k l , μ, , ω, ı, and n are defined as before in Section 2.1, ∂ H k denotes the boundary of H k , and each l is a vector field that takes the value 1 along the tangential direction to the lth edge of H k and decays linearly to 0 in the normal directions to the same edge (see Fig. 3 ). The set of twelve linear boundary conditions, { l } 12 l=1 , form the natural basis functions for edge degrees of freedom ( [30] ); hence, they can be used to model general normal-linearly varying EM responses.
To numerically solve the twelve local Maxwell's systems (Eqs. 10-12), we forward model them using the fine mesh contained in H k and the MFV method as discussed in Section 2.2 (step 2 in Fig. 2 ). That is, the set of discrete solutions for the electric field, {e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 }, can be obtained by solving twelve linear systems of the form (Eq. 8), where each e k l ; l = 1, ..., 12, is a vector whose length equals the number of fine-mesh edges in H k . We use the MFV method because it provides a consistent and stable discretization of the Maxwell's equations with highly discontinuous coefficients. However, a consistent edge-based FE discretization method can be used for this part as well. We refer to the set of discrete solutions {e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 } as multiscale basis functions. The MSFV method proposed by Haber and Ruthotto ( [11] ) only covers the necessary steps to compute multiscale basis functions for the electric field. They do not compute basis functions for the magnetic flux, and neither do we. To Fig. 3 Non-zero components for three out of the 12 linear boundary conditions { l } 12 l=1 . Each l is a vector field that takes the value 1 along the tangential direction to the lth edge of H k and decays linearly to 0 in the normal directions to the same edge see full derivation details of these multiscale basis functions, we refer the interested reader to the body of paper [11] .
Note that using the formulation in Eqs. 10-12 implies that E k l is oscillatory at the interior of the coarse cell H k , and it coincides with the natural basis functions { l } 12 l=1 at the boundary of H k , that is
where τ τ τ edge m is the unit tangent vector to the mth edge of ∂ H k , and δ lm is the Kronecker delta that takes the value 1 when l = m and 0 otherwise. Naturally, the multiscale basis functions also satisfy these properties. It follows that the tangential components of the multiscale basis functions are continuous at the boundaries of the coarse-mesh cells.
As shown in [6, 7, 16] , the multiscale basis functions can be arranged as the columns of a local coarse-to-fine interpolation matrix P k , i.e., P k = e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 , for the fine-mesh electric field in H k (step 2 in Fig. 2 ). This type of interpolation is also known as operator-induced interpolation, which was originally developed for the diffusion equation with strongly discontinuous coefficients (cf. [1, 4] ).
Once we have computed a local interpolation matrix for each coarse cell, the third step is to assemble a global coarse-to-fine interpolation matrix, P (step 3 in Fig. 2 ). The continuity of the tangential components of the multiscale basis functions at the boundaries of the coarse cells is a necessary requirement for the proper assembly of P in this step ( [6] ).
Observe that the calculations involved to compute the local interpolation matrices (P k ; k = 1, . . . , N) are done locally inside each coarse cell independently of each other; hence, they can perfectly be done in parallel. This greatly reduces the overhead time in constructing each P k in practice.
The fourth step is to use the global interpolation matrix P as a projection matrix within a Galerkin approach to construct a coarse-mesh version of the fine-mesh system (Eq. 7) that is much cheaper to solve as follows
The superscripts H and h denote dependency to the coarse and fine meshes, respectively; the vector q h and the system matrix A h ( h ) are defined as in Eq. 7, and e H denotes the coarse-mesh electric field. To compute the coarse-mesh magnetic flux, b H , we use e H in Eq. 9. As shown in [7] , the fine-mesh electric field, e h , can be obtained from the solution to the coarse-mesh problem as follows To compute the fine-mesh magnetic flux, b h , we use e h in Eq. 9.
In the above process, we opt for the construction of the operator-induced interpolation matrix P; however, it is possible to avoid its construction. As shown in Chapter 2 of the book by Efendiev and Hou ([6] ), it is possible to assemble directly the matrix A H of the coarse-mesh system in Eq. 14 through locally projected stiffness matrices, which are generated using P k . The former approach is preferred when the solution is needed in the coarse mesh only as it reduces the storage requirements. In Section 4, we show two examples of an application of this type. If the fine-mesh solution is needed, then the first approach is preferred.
The accuracy of the solutions obtained with multiscale FV/FE methods depends on the choice of boundary conditions used to construct the multiscale basis functions (second step outlined before) for each coarse cell. If these boundary conditions fail to reflect the effect of the underlying media heterogeneity contained by the coarse cell on the physical responses, multiscale procedures can have large errors (cf. [6, 16] ).
Researchers in the field of multiscale methods for elliptic problems have noted that by choosing a set of linear boundary conditions for the construction of the multiscale basis functions, a mismatch between the exact solution and the discrete solution across the coarse cell boundary may be created, thus yielding to inaccurate solutions. The error analyses presented in [16] and in [6] demonstrate that the source of inaccuracy in the solution comes from resonance errors, that is errors that appear when the coarse-mesh size and the wavelength of the small scale oscillation of the media heterogeneity are similar. A solution in such cases is to use oversampling techniques for the construction of the multiscale basis functions (cf. [6, 12, 15, 16, 24] ).
In the next section, we discuss the case where the choice of linear boundary conditions to construct the multiscale basis functions may yield inaccurate solutions using the MSFV method, and we develop an oversampling technique to fix this accuracy issue.
The oversampling method
As discussed in the previous section, the MSFV method imposes linear boundary conditions to the local Maxwell's formulation (Eqs. 10-12) used to compute the multiscale basis functions inside each coarse-mesh cell. Note that by choosing linear boundary conditions for the multiscale basis functions, the MSFV method assumes that the tangential components of the electric field behave linearly at the interfaces between coarse-mesh cells. However, this assumption fails for the cases where the media contained by the coarse cells are highly heterogeneous, as it is well known that heterogeneous conductive media induce a nonlinear and non-smooth behavior of the electric field ( [34] ). In particular, when the heterogeneity is located close to the boundary of the coarse cell, the non-linear behavior of the electric field significantly violates the assumption of linear fields at the boundaries. Hence, by imposing linear boundary conditions in such cases for the construction of the multiscale basis functions, the MSFV method creates a mismatch between the true and the multiscale solution across the coarse cell boundary. This mismatch yields to produce inaccurate solutions. In this section, we propose an oversampling technique to overcome this difficulty.
Oversampling methods are used to reduce boundary effects in the construction of the multiscale basis functions per single coarse-mesh cell (cf. [6, 16] ). The main idea is to compute the multiscale basis functions using a local extended domain and to use only the fine-mesh information at the interior of the cell to construct the multiscale basis functions.
We now proceed to develop our oversampling technique. To do so, we adapt the oversampling technique originally proposed by [16] for elliptic problems with strongly discontinuous coefficients and for a nodal FE discretization, to apply to the MSFV method for EM modeling with edge variables discussed in the previous section, which uses a staggered FV discretization.
For a given coarse cell H k , the core idea behind our oversampling method consists of the following two steps ( Fig. 4) :
First, we compute multiscale basis functions using a local extended domain, H,ext k , which includes the coarse cell H k and a neighborhood of fine cells around it. If the coarse cell H k is at the boundary of the computational domain, then we only extend the local domain to where it is possible. To compute the multiscale basis functions in H,ext k , we formulate the twelve local Maxwell's systems as in Eqs. 10-12, but rather than using H k as the local domain, we use H,ext k , then we apply the MFV method as discussed in Section 2.2.
We refer to the set of discrete solutions {e k,ext,...,e k,ext 12 1 } as extended multiscale basis functions.
Second, we use the set of extended multiscale basis functions obtained in the previous step to compute the actual set of multiscale basis functions {e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 } in H k . Since the construction of the extended multiscale basis is done cell by cell, there is no guaranty that their tangential components are continuous at the boundary of the coarse cell H k . In order to mitigate this issue, we impose the following weak continuity condition in the construction of the multiscale basis functions to guarantee they will be weakly continuous along each shared boundary among immediate neighboring coarse cells,
where E k l denotes the continuous form of the lth multiscale basis function e k l , L edge m denotes the length of the mth edge of H k , τ τ τ edge m denotes the unit tangent vector to the mth edge of H k , and δ ml is the Kronecker delta. That is, we take a "normalized average" of the multiscale basis functions at the boundary of the coarse cell. This condition is equivalent to the definition of edge degrees of freedom of a staggered cell in the context of finite elements (cf. [23, 30] ). Note the difference with the continuity condition (Eq. 13) imposed in the construction of the multiscale functions of the MSFV method without oversampling. Integrating numerically the continuity condition (Eq. 16), we can express it aŝ A edge m e k l := v edge m e k l = δ ml ; m, l = 1, . . . , 12, (17) where v edge m is the vector that computes the normalized line integral along the mth edge of H k . Using Eq. 17 and following the main lines given in the oversampling technique proposed by Hou 
Now, C is invertible because its columns are linearly independent. To see this, we consider the linear combination
which implies that the scalars α 1 = α 2 = . . . = α 12 = 0 as the set {e k,ext l } 12 l=1 form a basis. After we construct the set of multiscale basis functions {e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 } using our oversampling technique, we continue to follow the procedure for the MSFV method ( Fig. 2) to compute the solution. That is, the multiscale basis functions {e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 } enable the use of the local interpolation matrix P k , given by P k = e k 1 , . . . , e k 12 , within the assembly of the global coarse-to-fine interpolation matrix P. The interpolation matrix P is then used within a Galerkin formulation to obtain the coarse-mesh system Eq. 14, which we ultimately solve.
Numerical results
In this section, we demonstrate the accuracy and computational performance of our proposed oversampling technique for the multiscale finite volume (MSFV+O) method by simulating EM responses for two 3D synthetic electrical conductivity models: one with a mineral deposit in a geologically complex medium and one with random isotropic heterogeneous media. As analytical solutions are not available for these two examples, the results of these simulations are compared to the simulation results from the fine-mesh reference models, respectively.
Synthetic Lalor conductivity model
For the first example, we construct a synthetic electrical conductivity model based on the inversion results of field measurements over the Canadian Lalor mine obtained by [35] . The Lalor mine targets a large zinc-gold-copper deposit that has been the subject of several EM surveys. The synthetic conductivity model, shown in Fig. 5a , has an area with non-flat topography and extends from 0 to 6.5 km along the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The model comprises air and the subsurface that is composed of 35 geologic units. The unit with the largest conductivity value represents the mineral deposit, which is composed of three bodies. We assume a conductivity of 10 −8 S/m in the air. The subsurface conductivity values range from 1.96 × 10 −5 to 0.28 S/m. We assume that the magnetic permeability takes its free space value (i.e., μ = 4π × 10 −7 Vs/Am).
We consider a large-loop EM survey for this example, where we use a rectangular transmitter loop with dimensions 2 km × 3 km, operating at the frequencies of 1, 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, and 400 Hz. The transmitter is placed on the Earth's surface and it is centered above the largest body of the mineral deposit, as shown in Fig. 5a . Inside the loop, we place a uniform grid of receivers that measure the three components of the magnetic flux (B = [B x , B y , B z ] ). The receivers are separated by 50 m along the x and y directions, respectively. To reduce the effect of the imposed natural boundary conditions (Eq. 3), we embed the survey area into a much larger computational domain, which replaces the true decay of the fields towards infinity (Fig. 5a ). Our aim is to estimate the secondary magnetic flux induced by the mineral deposit in the survey area. For this purpose, we simulate two sets of the magnetic flux data for each frequency. The first data set considers the conductivity model including all geologic units, and the second data set excludes the mineral deposit from the original conductivity model. Each of these two data sets consists of the measurements of B taken at the receiver location. The secondary magnetic flux induced by the mineral deposit at the survey area, denoted as B deposit , is then computed by subtracting the two data sets.
To compute a reference solution, first we discretize our electrical conductivity model using a staggered fine OcTree mesh, and then we apply the MFV method as discussed in [10, 14] . We base the estimate for the proper cell sizes of the mesh on the skin depth ( [34] ). Practical experience on mesh design for EM problems reported in [8] suggests that the smallest cell size in the mesh should be a quarter the minimum skin depth. We consider the largest background conductivity value (4.5 ×10 −3 S/m) and calculate skin depths of 7,461, 2,359, 1,668, 1,180, 746, 527, and 373 m for the 1, 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, and 400 Hz frequencies, respectively. Hence, we use cells of size (50 m) 3 within the survey area and at the interfaces of the model where the conductivity varies; the rest of the domain is padded with gradually increasing OcTree cells. This is illustrated in Fig.  5a . This mesh has 546,295 cells. Using the MFV method on the fine OcTree mesh yields systems with roughly 1.5 millions degrees of freedom (DOF) which we solve using the parallel sparse direct solver MUMPS ( [2] ). The average computation time per single simulation is 721 s on a two hexa-core Intel Xeon X5660 CPUs at 2.8 Hz with 64 GB shared RAM using MATLAB. Figure 6 shows the Euclidean norm of the total, real, and imaginary parts of B deposit for each frequency considered. The real and imaginary parts of the results obtained for the z-component of B deposit , denoted as B z deposit , at 100 Hz are shown in Figs. 7a and 8a, respectively.
In order to use the MSFV+O method introduced in Section 3, we need to choose a suitable coarse mesh to discretize the conductivity model and the size of the local extended domain to compute its corresponding projection matrix. We consider a coarser OcTree mesh nested in the fine OcTree mesh previously described. The coarser OcTree mesh is designed to maintain the fine-mesh resolution of (50 Fig. 6 Euclidean norm of total, real, and imaginary parts of the reference (fine-mesh) solution for the Lalor conductivity model per frequency m) 3 inside the survey area, whereas the rest of the domain is filled with gradually increasing coarser cells. Figure 5b shows the large-loop survey setup using this coarse mesh. In total, this mesh contains 60,656 cells. To analyze the performance of our MSFV+O method for coarse OcTree meshes, we do not refine the mesh outside the survey area where a large conductivity contrast is present in the model. For example, this mesh discretizes the mineral deposit with cells of size (200 m) 3 and (400 m) 3 and the non-flat topography (depression) with cells of size (400 m) 3 and (800 m) 3 (Fig. 5b) . We note that the simulations for the frequencies of 200 and 400 Hz may be particularly challenging for our MSFV+O method as the coarsening in those areas can be considered extreme due to the cell size is in the order of the skin depth. Next, to investigate the effect of the size of the local extended domain, i.e., the number of fine-mesh padding cells by which we extend every coarse cell, on the resulting magnetic flux data, we pad the coarse cell using two, four, and eight fine cells. Each fine padding cell is of size (50 m) 3 . These local extended domain sizes extend each (200 m) 3 coarse cell by one half of its size, one and two coarse cells, respectively. The (200 m) 3 cells are the majority of the coarse cells where the largest conductivity contrast happens in this setting (Fig. 5b) .
Applying MSFV and MSFV+O on the coarse mesh shown in Fig. 5b , we obtain reduced linear systems with 169,892 DOF, which are also solved using MUMPS. When using MSFV+O, the total average run times per single simulation for extended domain sizes of two, four, and eight padding cells are 185, 442 and 3,598 s, respectively, on the same machine. The real and imaginary parts of B z deposit at 100 Hz for extended domain sizes of two, four, and eight padding cells are shown in Figs. 7d,c,b and 8d,c,b , respectively. In order to use MSFV (without oversampling), we first adapt this method for OcTree meshes, as the original version is derived for tensor meshes only (cf. [11] ). In this case, the total average run time per single simulation is 73 s on the same machine. The real and imaginary parts of B z deposit at 100 Hz are shown in Figs. 7e and 8e , respectively. We also carry out MFV simulations using homogenized electrical conductivity models that we construct using arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic averaging of the fine-mesh conductivity inside each coarse cell of the OcTree mesh shown in Fig 5b. Doing so allow us to compare the accuracy that MFV solutions achieve on the coarse mesh with the one achieved by MSFV with and without oversampling. The total average run time per single simulation is 128 s on the same machine. The real and imaginary parts of B z deposit at 100 Hz for each of the three homogenized solutions are shown in Figs. 7f-h and 8f-h, respectively. Table 1 shows the relative errors in Euclidean norm for the total, real, and imaginary parts of B deposit obtained from comparing the reference (fine-mesh) solution with the to compute the error. Table 2 summarizes the average run time per single simulation required to compute B deposit for each of the methods discussed.
From Tables 1 and 2 , we observe the following. First, we see that our oversampling technique significantly improves the accuracy for the total response as well as for both the real and imaginary parts of the solution in comparison to the MSFV and MFV with three different homogenized conductivity models as the errors decrease with oversampling. In particular, it is surprising to see how well MFV with simple geometric averaging did when compared with MSFV. Second, as the size of the local extended domain increases, the Setup time time required to compute the local interpolation matrices and to assemble the reduced system of equations to be solved, Solve time time to solve the reduced system of equations, Total time the sum of the setup and solve times error decreases at the expense of more computational run time, which, however, is still considerably lower compared to the time of the reference solution for the cases of two and four padding cells (see Table 2 ). These results suggest that by using a local extended domain size of at least half the number of fine cells contained in the coarse cell(s) where the major contrast of conductivity happens, we may increase significantly the accuracy obtained with MSFV+O. Third, the magnitude of the errors come from comparing secondary magnetic field data obtained on the fine and coarse mesh, respectively. We can improve the accuracy of MSFV and MSFV+O by refining the coarse mesh and interpolating the coarse-mesh solution to the fine mesh as shown in [11] . Yet, MSFV+O provides a reasonable approximation to the finemesh solution using a coarse mesh that is only 10% the size of the fine mesh. Fourth, the errors for the imaginary part of B deposit for the frequencies of 1, 10, 20, and 40 Hz resemble the errors for total B deposit due to the real part of B deposit is up to two orders of magnitude smaller than their corresponding imaginary parts (Fig. 6 ). For the frequencies of 100 and 400 Hz, where the real and imaginary parts of B deposit are roughly in the same order of magnitude, we see the relative error for total B deposit represents the error contributions of these two components of the data. Fifth, for the simulation at 200 Hz, the errors for the real part of B deposit resemble the errors for total B deposit due to the imaginary part of B deposit is one order of magnitude smaller (Fig. 6 ). The large errors in the imaginary part of the data as well as the increase and decrease in the error going from padding cell 2 to 4 and 4 to 8, respectively, may be related to the combined discretization error in simulating secondary field data and the extreme coarsening in the mesh show in Fig. 5b . For this frequency, the cell sizes used to discretize the mineral deposit are in the order of the skin depth. Sixth, for a simulation at 400 Hz with an extended domain size of 8 padding cells, the slight increment in the error of the real part may be caused by excessive coarsening in the mesh for such high frequency. In this case, the coarse cells used to discretize the mineral deposit are larger than the skin depth. Despite the excessive coarsening, our oversampled approximation yields comparable results to the reference (fine-mesh) solution for the largest two frequencies. Seventh, the increment of the MSFV+O setup time as the size of the local extended domain increases ( Table 2 ) comes from constructing the local interpolation matrices. Since the computation of these matrices is done locally inside each coarse cell independently of each other (see discussion in Section 3.1), this process can be done in parallel. This should greatly reduce the overhead time in constructing these interpolation matrices.
The next example demonstrates the effect of considering a different heterogeneous conductivity model for the same 
Random heterogeneous isotropic conductive media
In this section, we construct an electrical conductivity model of a random isotropic heterogeneous medium to provide The new synthetic conductivity model, shown in Fig. 9 , also comprises air and the subsurface that is composed of random heterogeneous media. We assume that the subsurface conductivity is log(10)-normally distributed with mean of -2.8 and standard variation of 0.4. To reuse the fine-mesh setup described in Section 4.1, we mapped the values of the subsurface conductivity to the interval [10 −5 , 10 −1 ] S/m. Considering the averaged background conductivity value (1.6 ×10 −3 S/m), the skin depths for the frequencies of 1, 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, and 400 Hz are 12,473, 3,944, 2,789, 1,972, 1,247, 882, and 623 m, respectively. Thus, using cell sizes of (50 m) 3 within the survey area continues to be sufficient to capture the behavior of the EM fields in this setup. As in the previous example, we assume that the conductivity of the air is of 10 −8 S/m and that the magnetic permeability takes its free space value. Note that this conductivity model does not contain clearly defined conductive features (as in the previous example); instead, the contrast of conductivity is distributed throughout the entire subsurface part of the model. This allows us to challenge the oversampling technique with large conductivity contrast across the medium interfaces.
The goal of the simulation in this case is to compute the secondary magnetic flux induced by the heterogeneous random conductive medium in the survey area. To do so, we simulate two sets of the magnetic flux data for each frequency. The first data set considers the conductivity model including air and the subsurface; the second data set considers a conductivity model where the subsurface is replaced by air. Each of these two data sets consists of the measurements of the x-, y-, and z-components of B taken at the receiver location. The secondary magnetic flux induced by the random conductive medium at the survey area, denoted as B random , is then computed by subtracting the two data sets. Now, to complete the validation for our oversampling technique, we need to compute a reference solution, a multiscaled solution with and without oversampling, and averaged-based homogenized solutions. We use the same machine described in Section 4.1, MUMPS and MATLAB to run all the simulations presented in this section.
To compute a reference solution, we apply the MFV method on the staggered fine OcTree mesh shown in Fig. 9a (cf. [10, 14] ). The average computation time per single simulation is 712 s. Figure 10 shows the Euclidean norm of the total, real, and imaginary parts of B random for each frequency considered. The real and imaginary parts of the results obtained for the z-component of B random , denoted as B z random , at 100 Hz are shown in Fig. 11a, b , respectively. Next, we apply the MSFV method with and without oversampling on the coarse OcTree mesh shown in Fig. 9b to simulate B random . For this example, we use extended domain sizes of one, two, and four fine-mesh padding cells. Each fine padding cell is of size (50 m) 3 . When using MSFV+O, the total average run times per single simulation for extended domain sizes of one, two, and four padding cells are 107, 156, and 439 s, respectively. The real and imaginary parts of B z random at 100 Hz for the extended domain size of one padding cell are shown in Fig. 11c, d , respectively. On the other hand, when using MSFV (without oversampling), the total average run time per single simulation is 74 s. The real and imaginary parts of B z random at 100 Hz are shown in Fig. 11e , f, respectively.
Finally, we carry out MFV simulations using homogenized electrical conductivity models that we construct using arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic averaging of the finemesh conductivity inside each coarse cell of the OcTree mesh shown in Fig. 9b . The average run time per single simulation is 115 s. The real and imaginary parts of B z random at 100 Hz for the solution obtained with the conductivity model homogenized using the geometric average on the coarse OcTree mesh are shown in Fig. 11g , h, respectively. Table 3 shows the relative errors in Euclidean norm for the total, real, and imaginary parts of B random obtained from comparing the reference (fine-mesh) solution with the MSFV, MSFV+O, and MFV with three different homogenized solutions for each frequency and local extended for each of the methods discussed here are quite similar to the times obtained in the previous section (Table 2) , we do not include a table for these results.
From Table 3 , we observe the following. First, once again, we see that our oversampling technique improves the accuracy for the total response as well as for both the real and imaginary parts of the solution in comparison to the MSFV and MFV with three different homogenized conductivity models as the errors decrease with oversampling. Second, using a local extended domain size of one fine padding cell suffices to improve the accuracy of the solution when compared with the rest of the methods discussed. We see that as the size of the local extended domain increases, the error also was slightly increased. This small increment in the error is still lower compared to the error of the MSFV solution for most of the cases, except for the imaginary part of B random at 100 Hz and the real part of B random at 400 Hz. We attribute the increment in the error to the random and uncorrelated structure of the conductivity model. On the one hand, increasing the oversampling size reduces the effect of imposed linear boundary conditions. This explains the improved accuracy of the MSFV+O over MSFV. On the other hand, increasing the oversampling size takes into account structures outside the core coarse cell which are not necessarily correlated to the structures inside the core coarse cell. This biases the multiscale basis towards structures outside the core cell and decreases the local approximation quality. Third, comparing the relative accuracy for the two examples presented, we note the two data types differ significantly. In the Lalor example (Section 4.1), the data is the response of the deep and buried conductive mineral deposit, which constitutes a rather weak secondary field compared to the primary field induced by the air and background conductivity ( Fig. 6 ). In the random medium example, the data is the response of the entire subsurface; the primary field here is only for the air (Fig. 10) . Therefore, the ratio of the secondary to primary field is much higher in the random example than for the Lalor example. Since the level of accuracy of a simulation is relative to the total signal, the accuracy of a weaker secondary signal is lower than for a stronger secondary signal. Fourth, as in the previous example, the errors for the imaginary part of B random for the frequencies of 1, 10, 20, and 40 Hz resemble the errors for total B random due to the real part of B random is considerably smaller than their corresponding imaginary parts ( Fig. 10 ). For the frequencies of 100, 200, and 400 Hz, where the real and imaginary parts of B random are roughly in the same order of magnitude, we see the relative error for total B random represents the error contributions of these two parts of the data.
Conclusions
We develop an oversampling technique for the multiscale finite volume method proposed in [11] to simulate quasistatic electromagnetic responses in the frequency domain for geophysical settings that include highly heterogeneous media and features varying at different spatial scales. Simulating these types of geophysical settings requires both large CPU time and memory usage; they often need a very large and fine mesh to be discretized accurately.
Our method begins by assuming a coarse mesh nested into a fine mesh, which accurately discretizes the geophysical setting. For each coarse cell, we independently solve a local version of the original Maxwell's system subject to linear boundary conditions on an extended domain. To solve the local Maxwell's system, we use the fine mesh contained in the extended domain and the mimetic finite volume method. Afterwards, these local solutions, called basis functions, together with a weak-continuity condition are used to construct a coarse-scale version of the global problem that is much cheaper to solve.
The proposed oversampling method significantly improves the accuracy relative to the multiscale finite volume method proposed in [11] . Our method produces results comparable to those obtained by simulating electromagnetic responses on a fine mesh using classical discretization methods, such as mimetic finite volume, while drastically reducing the size of the linear system of equations and the computational time. Using the oversampling technique in the presented examples, the size of the coarse-mesh system is only about 10% of the fine-mesh system size, while the relative error is significantly reduced for all the cases considered.
